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We previously demonstrated that herpes simplex virus type 1 (HSV-1) preferentially establishes latent infection in monoclonal antibody (MAb) A5-positive ganglionic neurons and that a 2.8-kb portion of the HSV-1 genome, corresponding to the 5′ end of the LAT (latency-associated transcript) coding region, is responsible for this phenotype (38, 65). In the current study we carried out further genetic mapping of this latency phenotype and investigated some of the mechanisms that might be responsible. Studies with the chimeric virus HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2′, an HSV-1 virus engineered to express HSV-2 LAT, demonstrated that this virus exhibited an HSV-2 latency phenotype, preferentially establishing latency in MAb KH10-positive neurons. This result is complementary to that previously described for the chimeric virus HSV-2 333/LAT1 and indicate that the HSV-1 latency phenotype can be changed to that of HSV-2 by substitution of a 2.8-kb piece of complementary viral DNA. Sequential studies in which we evaluated the pattern of HSV-1 latent infection of the mouse trigeminal ganglion following ocular inoculation with viruses with deletions of functional thymidine kinase, glycoprotein E, ICP0, and US9 protein demonstrate that preferential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection in A5-positive neurons is not a consequence of (i) differential access of HSV-1 to A5-positive neurons, (ii) differential cell-to-cell spread of HSV-1 to A5-positive neurons, (iii) differential “round-trip” spread of HSV-1 to A5-positive neurons, or (iv) expression of ICP0. Additional mapping studies with the HSV-1 LAT deletion viruses dLAT371, 17ΔSty, and 17Δ348 indicate that most of the LAT 5′ exon is not required for HSV-1 to preferentially establish latent infection in A5-positive neurons.

Primary infection with herpes simplex virus (HSV) is characterized by local viral replication at the site of inoculation as well as retrograde axonal transport of the virus to regional sensory ganglia where a latent infection may be established. Sensory ganglia are comprised of a heterogeneous population of neurons, and work in our laboratory has demonstrated that different subpopulations of murine ganglionic neurons have different outcomes of infection with HSV (38, 39, 65). Of the subpopulations of ganglionic neurons that we have studied, those neurons recognized by monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) A5 (specific for a population of neurons expressing Galβ1-4GlcNAc-R epitopes) and KH10 (specific for a different population of ganglionic neurons expressing Galα1-3Galβ1-4GlcNAc-R epitopes) have the most distinct susceptibility phenotypes (19, 22, 65). Although all neuronal subpopulations appear to be capable of supporting a productive infection with either HSV type 1 (HSV-1) or HSV-2, as assayed by in situ hybridization for the latency-associated transcripts (LAT), HSV-1 preferentially establishes a latent infection in A5-positive neurons whereas HSV-2 preferentially establishes a latent infection in KH10-positive neurons (38), a pattern that is observed following both ocular and footpad inoculation.

In the mouse trigeminal ganglion (TG) MAbs A5 and KH10 recognize functionally distinct neuronal populations. Most A5-positive neurons are immunoreactive for neuropeptides and the high affinity nerve growth factor receptor (and terminate in lamina I and IIa of the dorsal horn of the spinal cord), whereas KH10-positive neurons colabel with the lectin BSL-IB4 (Bandeiraea simplicifolia isoelectin B4), identifying them as a population of small-diameter, peripherin-positive, glial cell line-derived neurotrophic factor-responsive, but vanilloid receptor-negative neurons that terminate largely in lamina IIb of the dorsal horn of the spinal cord (3, 19, 38, 42, 52, 67). These observations highlight the importance of studying the interaction of HSV with different sensory neuronal subtypes in order to gain a complete understanding of viral latency and reactivation.

Latent infection with HSV is characterized by limited viral transcription except for the LAT, which can accumulate to high copy numbers in the nuclei of latently infected cells (54). The LAT code from the long repeat region of the viral genome antisense to the 3′ domain of the ICP0 gene. Studies from multiple laboratories suggest that the LAT region of the viral genome plays an important role in both the establishment and reactivation of latent infection (reviewed in reference 29). The mechanisms responsible may involve functions that promote neuronal survival (1, 24, 45, 60), interfere with interferon ex-
expression (44), inhibit expression of ICP0 or ICP4 (62), inhibit transactivation by ICP0 (21), reduce productive cycle gene expression (23, 36), or stimulate expression of heat shock proteins (2).

Recent work from our laboratory suggests that the LAT coding region also plays a key role in directing which subpopulations of ganglionic neurons become latently infected. In these studies we assayed the LAT-positive sites of latent viral infection in mice inoculated with a chimeric HSV-2 virus engineered to express 2.8-kb of the HSV-1 LAT (the promoter and most of exon 1) instead of native LAT (HSV-2 333/LAT1). Our results clearly indicated that, unlike HSV-2, HSV-2 333/LAT1 preferentially established latent infection in A5-positive neurons, similar to wild-type HSV-1 (38). Since HSV-2 333/LAT1 also displays an HSV-1 recurrence phenotype in guinea pig genital and rabbit eye models (66), it is possible that this region of LAT exerts its effects on viral reactivation by directing the neuronal populations in which latent infection is established.

The studies summarized above strongly suggest that different neuronal subtypes have different degrees of permissiveness for productive and latent infection with HSV-1 and HSV-2. These studies further suggest that a function encoded by the LAT region of the viral genome plays an important role in this process. The current study was designed to begin to investigate the mechanisms by which HSV LAT sequences modulate preferential establishment of latent infection in neuronal subpopulations of the mouse TG as well as to further map the location of the LAT sequences responsible. Initial studies focused on determining viral strain specificity of the HSV-1 and HSV-2 latency phenotypes as well as the latency phenotype of HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2, a chimeric HSV-1 virus engineered to express 2.8-kb of the HSV-2 LAT instead of native LAT. Since the 2.8-kb piece of the LAT regions exchanged in both HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2 and HSV-2 333/LAT1 overlap the 5’ end of the ICP0 coding regions, we also tested whether expression of the HSV-1 immediate-early protein ICP0 was necessary for the preferential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection in A5-positive neurons. We also studied whether mechanisms other than differential neuronal permissiveness for productive viral infection could account for the preferential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection in A5-positive neurons. Specific mechanisms tested included the following: (i) differential viral access to neuronal subpopulations, (ii) viral “round-trip” spread (when viral progeny travel by anterograde axonal transport either to the brainstem or out to the periphery and back again), and (iii) viral cell-to-cell spread. Finally, using LAT deletion mutants, we further mapped that portion of the viral genome responsible for the preferential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection in A5-positive neurons.

**Materials and Methods**

**Viruses.** Laboratory strains of wild-type HSV-1 included KOS, 17syn+, McKrae, and F. Laboratory strains of wild-type HSV-2 included MS and HG52. Construction of the LAT chimeric virus HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2 and its rescuing constructs were previously described (26). In brief, a NotI-XhoI fragment of HSV-2 strain MS, containing the LAT promoter, the 5’ end of primary LAT, and most of the LAT intron, was recombined into a homologous site of HSV-1 strain 17syn+. The rescuing (HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2R) was created by homologous recombination of the chimeric virus with a fragment of wild-type HSV-1 strain 17syn+. The ICP0 null mutant n212 (carrying a nonsense mutation at codon 212) (11) was a generous gift of P. A. Schaffer. The thymidine kinase deletion mutants dl504 (14) and dlLTRZ1 (where tk is thymidine kinase) (15) were generous gifts of D. M. Coen. The US9 deletion mutant US9 (49) and the glycoprotein E (gE) deletion mutant F-gE (50) were generous gifts of D. C. Bloom. The LAT Styl-Styl deletion mutants dLAT371 (47) and 17Sty (37) were generous gifts of S. L. Wechsler and N. W. Fraser, respectively. The 5’ LAT deletion mutant 17Δ348 was a generous gift of D. C. Bloom (7). The low-passage-number clinical isolates of HSV-1 (AD1 and ST1), from patients cared for at the Proctor Medical Group at the University of California at San Francisco, were typed using a Syva Microtrak HSV1/HSV2 Direct Specimen Identification/Typing Test. The low-passage-number clinical isolate HSV-2 (S) was previously described (9). All viruses were propagated in rabbit skin cells as previously described (65) except for n212, which was propagated in L7 cells, and titers were determined in L7 cells. Viral titers were determined by standard viral plaque assay.

Animals and inoculations. Six-week-old female Swiss Webster mice (Simonsen Laboratories, Gilroy, CA) were anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection with sodium pentobarbital, followed by topical administration of 0.5% propa- caine hydrochloride. Following corneal scarification eyes were inoculated with 10^6 ml of viral stock (KOS, 5 × 10^6 PFU/ml; McKrae, 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml; 17syn+, 4 × 10^6 PFU/ml; F, 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml; AD1, 5 × 10^6 PFU/ml; ST1, 2 × 10^6 PFU/ml; 333, 2 × 10^6 PFU/ml; MS, 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml; HG52, 5 × 10^6 PFU/ml; S, 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml; dl504, 8 × 10^6 PFU/ml; dlLTRZ1, 9 × 10^6 PFU/ml; dLAT371, 12 × 10^6 PFU/ml; U989 HSV, 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml; dF-gE, 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml; 17ΔSty, 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml; 17Δ348, 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml; dLAT371, 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml; HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2, 2 × 10^6 PFU/ml; HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2R, 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml). Forty hours after inoculation, 1.2 mg/ml acyclovir was added to the drinking water (except for mice infected with KOS-based viruses). Treatment with acyclovir was necessary in order to reduce animal mortality. As described previously, treatment with acyclovir in this manner allows virus to replicate in the TG while limiting viral spread to the brain (34, 38). However, for some viral strains used in this study (HSV-1 strains F, U989 HSV, and dLAT371 and HSV-2 strains HG52 and S), administering acyclovir in the water did not significantly reduce mortality, necessitating inoculation of mice with lower titers of these viruses. At 21 days postinoculation, mice were euthanized by carbon dioxide inhalation and thoracoabdominal aortic perfusion with 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4) and 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline (pH 7.4). Dissected TG were immersed fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4). Dissected TG were immersion fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for 30 min at 4°C, followed by equili- bration in 30% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate-buffered saline at 4°C. Frozen ganglia were embedded in Tissue-Tek O.C.T. compound (Sakura Finetechnical, Tokyo, Japan) in sets of 8 to 10 ganglia per block and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Serial sections (7 μm) were collected as four alternate sets onto Superfrost/Plus mi- croscope slides (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) and stored at −80°C. In this way we generated four equivalent sets of 28-μm-step sections through each block of tissue. These studies were approved by the University of California at San Francisco Committee on Animal Research.

Measurement of viral titers from the ocular surface and TG. Test film samples were treated with a cotton-tipped applicator, and a 0.5 ml tip was transferred to 0.4 ml of minimal essential medium containing 5% fetal bovine serum, and titers were determined immediately on 96-well microtiter plates. TG were collected at 1 to 5 days after ocular inoculation (5 ganglia per time point) and homogenized in 0.5 ml of minimal essential medium containing 5% fetal bovine serum, frozen for 1 to 2 days at −80°C, and titers were then determined. Ganglionic viral titers were determined by a plaque assay in six-well plates under medium containing 0.5% methylcellulose. Titers of KOS were determined on Vero cell monolayers, and titers of n212 virus were determined on L7 cells.

Preparation of plasmid Yz-2LAT containing a partial fragment of HSV-2 LAT intron sequence. To prepare an HSV-2 LAT intron-specific probe, a 451-bp fragment (nucleotides [nt] 120394 to 120444) of HSV-2 strain 333 genomic DNA was PCR amplified using the following primers: 5'-CCG CGA CGG AAC CCC CCT TCT TT T-3' and 5'-ACA CGG CCC ACC AGG ACA CAA C-3'. Amplified products were electrophoresed in 1% agarose, purified using a QIAEX II Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen GmbH, Hilden, Germany), ligated into pCR4-TOPO (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), and transformed into TOP10F competent cells (Invitrogen). Colonies were selected by ampicillin, and plasmids were extracted by QIAprep Miniprep (Qiagen). The sequence of the final plasmid (pYz-2LAT) was confirmed by DNA sequencing.

Preparation of DIG-labeled RNA probe for FISH in situ hybridization (FISH). The plasmid pAD19, which contains a 347-bp fragment of HSV-1 genomic DNA (nt 119629 to 119975), served as the template for an HSV-1 LAT-specific probe (40). The plasmid pYz-2LAT served as a template for an HSV-2 LAT-specific probe. To synthesize digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled RNA probes, linearized plasmids were incubated with DIG RNA Labeling Mix.
RESULTS

Preferential establishment of latent HSV infections is not virus strain specific. We previously demonstrated that, as assayed by in situ hybridization for LAT, both KOS and 17syn+ strains of HSV-1 preferentially establish latent infection of murine sensory ganglia in A5-positive neurons and that HSV-2 strain 333 preferentially establishes latent infection in KH10-positive neurons (38). In order to exclude the possibility that these viral phenotypes were unique to the KOS and 17syn+ strains of HSV-1 and the 333 strain of HSV-2, we evaluated the latent phenotype of additional laboratory virus strains (F and McKrae strains of HSV-1 and MS and HG52 strains of HSV-2) and low-passage-number human isolates (AD1 and ST1). Data from these studies are summarized in Table 1, where the results are expressed as the proportion of LAT-positive TG neurons that are also A5+ or KH10 positive.

Following ocular inoculation, as assayed by in situ hybridization for LAT, the F and McKrae strains of HSV-1 preferentially established latent infection in A5-positive neurons of the murine TG, with a similar neuronal distribution to that observed following infection with KOS and 17syn+. Very similar results were observed following inoculation with two low-passage-number HSV-1 clinical isolates (AD1 and ST1). In contrast, the MS and HG52 strains of HSV-2 and a low-passage-number clinical isolate of HSV-2 (strain S) preferentially established latent infection in KH10-positive neurons, a pattern very similar to that previously observed with the 333 strain of HSV-2 and very different from that observed following infection with HSV-1. These data indicate that the preferential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection in A5-positive neurons and HSV-2 latent infection in KH10-positive neurons is not restricted to the KOS and 17syn+ strains of HSV-1 and the 333 strain of HSV-2.

Treatment with acyclovir was necessary in order to keep mice alive in all experiments except those in which KOS-based viruses were used. As described previously, the treatment protocol that we used allows virus to replicate in the TG while limiting viral spread to the brain (34, 38). This was evidenced by an abundance of productively infected cells in immunostained tissue sections at 84 h after ocular inoculation (data not shown) as well as a lower mortality rate of these mice. However, for some viral strains (HSV-1 strains F, US9*, HSV, and dLAT/371 and HSV-2 strains HG52 and S), our treatment protocol did little to reduce mortality unless we also reduced the concentration of the viral inoculum by 0.5 to 1.5 logs compared to that used for KOS. Note that the distribution of LAT-positive neurons in latently infected ganglia following ocular inoculation with either HSV-1 or HSV-2 at these lower doses was very similar to that observed with less virulent viral strains. These results suggested that preferential establishment of HSV latent infection is independent of the size of the viral inoculum. To test this issue directly, we studied the distribution of LAT-positive neurons in latently infected TG following ocular inoculation with the HSV-1 KOS strain at a concentration of 1 × 10^6 PFU/ml. The results were almost identical to those presented in Table 1 (where the viral inoculum was almost 1,000-fold greater); 42.6% (93/218) of the LAT-positive neurons colabeled with MAb A5+ and 4.6% (12/263) of the LAT-positive neurons colabeled with MAb KH10.

A chimeric HSV-1 virus that expresses the HSV-2 LAT intron establishes latent infection preferentially in KH10-positive neurons. We previously demonstrated that, as assayed by in situ hybridization for LAT, a chimeric HSV-2 virus engineered to express HSV-1 LAT instead of native LAT (HSV-2 333/LAT1) preferentially established latent infection in A5-positive neurons, similar to HSV-1. Given this observation, we hypothesized that a chimeric HSV-1 virus engineered to express the HSV-2 LAT instead of native LAT (HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2) (26) would preferentially establish latent infection in KH10-positive neurons, similar to HSV-2. To test this hypothesis, the corneas of mice were inoculated with HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2 probes were purified by using G-50 Sephadex columns for biotinylated RNA purification (Roche) and dissolved into 50% formamide in nuclease-free water. Probe concentrations were checked on nylon membranes against DIG-labeled control RNA as described by the manufacturer (Roche).

Combined staining by FISH and IF. Frozen tissue sections were defrosted, and combined staining by FISH and immunofluorescence (IF) was carried out as previously described (38). Every fourth tissue section taken from a minimum of two blocks of tissue (each containing 8 to 10 TG) was evaluated for each virus that was studied. Sections that had poor tissue quality were excluded from evaluation as were sections that had poor FISH or IF signal-to-noise ratios. By taking this strict approach, we stained tissue sections representative of all experimental ganglia but evaluated only those tissue sections in which unambiguous scoring of LAT-positive neurons (A5- or KH10-positive) could be carried out. Despite these precautions, 2 to 3% of LAT-positive neurons in these sections had ambiguous staining patterns and were excluded from the data set. To determine the percentage of LAT-positive neurons that colabeled with MAbs A5 or KH10, we evaluated a minimum of 200 LAT-positive neurons per MAb but frequently evaluated more. Ongoing internal audits in our lab indicate that results do not change when we evaluate a greater number of LAT-positive neurons. If pilot studies revealed apparent differences in the latent distribution frequently evaluated more. Ongoing internal audits in our lab indicate that results do not change when we evaluate a greater number of LAT-positive neurons. If pilot studies revealed apparent differences in the latent distribution evaluated more.

Overall ganglionic compositiona

Overall ganglionic compositiona 11.5 (241/2,090) 13.6 (301/2,209)

a Twenty-one days after ocular inoculation, sections of latently infected TG were assayed by combined FISH and IF.

Previous published data (38) presented for the purposes of comparison only.

Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain (type)</th>
<th>% of LAT-positive neurons colabeled as indicated (no. of dual-labeled neurons/no. of LAT-positive neurons tested)b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>41.1 (184/448) 2.7 (9/334)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>39.0 (133/341) 3.1 (11/353)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>37.5 (281/748) 7.7 (14/205)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>38.9 (106/272) 2.8 (7/249)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>48.1 (113/235) 3.2 (9/278)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>43.7 (184/421) 2.3 (7/303)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>4.4 (18/409) 52.1 (182/349)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>2.8 (8/289) 43.5 (90/207)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>3.8 (18/468) 40.8 (161/394)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1</td>
<td>6.0 (14/231) 52.4 (108/206)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2. Distribution of latently infected neurons in murine TG following ocular inoculation with HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus</th>
<th>% of LAT-positive neurons colabeled as indicated (no. of dual-labeled neurons/ no. of LAT-positive neurons tested)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2</td>
<td>9.0 (36/402) 42.7 (132/309)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2R</td>
<td>25.4 (72/283) 1.8 (4/218)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17syn+ (HSV-1)</td>
<td>39.0 (133/341) 3.1 (11/353)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS (HSV-2)</td>
<td>4.4 (18/409) 52.1 (182/349)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a For purposes of comparison, data from Table 1 on the latent distribution of 17syn+ (HSV-1) and MS (HSV-2) are included.

b Twenty-one days after ocular inoculation of mice with either HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2 (an HSV-1 chimera engineered to express HSV-2 LAT) or its viral rescuant (HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2R), TG were removed and assayed by combined FISH and IF analysis for LAT and neuronal markers.

---

LAT2 or the rescuant virus 17+syn/LAT2R. As summarized in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 1, in situ hybridization for LAT indicated that 17syn+/LAT2 established latent infection with the HSV-2 phenotype; 42.7% of the LAT-positive neurons in TG were KH10 positive, while only 9% expressed the A5 marker. In contrast, the viral rescuant HSV-1 17+syn/LAT2R established latent infection with an HSV-1 phenotype, with a preference for A5-positive neurons. Therefore, replacement of a 2.8-kb piece of the HSV-1 LAT coding region with a similar portion of the HSV-2 LAT genome significantly altered the latent distribution of HSV-1. These data strongly suggest that the different patterns of latent infection observed with HSV-1 and HSV-2 are due to a viral function associated with a 2.8-kb portion of the LAT coding region, the same conclusion that we reached after evaluating latent infection with HSV-2 333/LAT1, a chimeric HSV-2 virus engineered to express 2.8-kb of the HSV-1 LAT instead of native LAT.

Preferential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection in A5-positive neurons depends upon viral replication in neurons but is not a consequence of differential access of the virus to these neurons. We previously noted an effect of acyclovir on the proportion of HSV-1 KOS latently infected trigeminal neurons that were A5 positive and thus hypothesized that viral replication may play a role in this phenomenon. To further explore this finding and to determine whether preferential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection in A5-positive neurons was due to differential access of the virus to A5-positive neurons, we evaluated the latent distribution of two different thymidine kinase deletion mutants, dlspkt (14) and dlLTRZ1 (15), in murine TG after ocular inoculation. These viral deletion mutants replicate well in corneal epithelial cells and are transported in a retrograde fashion to neuronal cell bodies in the TG, where a latent infection is established. However, since neurons do not express thymidine kinase, productive viral infection does not occur in ganglia infected with these deletion mutants (14, 58, 59). We therefore reasoned that if HSV-1 has equal access to A5-positive and KH10-positive ganglionic neurons, latent infection with a thymidine kinase deletion mutant should distribute equally among these neuronal subtypes, a very different outcome than occurs with wild-type virus.

As summarized in Table 3 and illustrated in Fig. 2, the pattern of viral latent infection of the TG with either dlspkt or dlLTRZ1, as assayed by in situ hybridization for LAT, was very different from that with wild-type HSV-1. Unlike wild-type HSV-1, the thymidine kinase-deficient viruses did not preferentially establish latency in A5-positive neurons. Instead, they established latency somewhat equally among neuronal subtypes in a pattern that closely reflected the relative distribution of A5-positive and KH10-positive neurons in the ganglion. We conclude that the preferential distribution of HSV-1 latent infection in A5-positive neurons is not due to differential access of the virus to these neurons. These data also provide further support for the hypothesis that preferential establishment of latency in A5-positive neurons is not an artifact of differential LAT expression among neuronal subtypes (38). These data further imply that preferential establishment of latency in A5-positive neurons depends upon viral replication different from that with wild-type HSV-1.
Table 3. Distribution of latently infected neurons in murine TG following ocular inoculation with HSV-1 thymidine kinase mutants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus strain*</th>
<th>% of LAT-positive neurons colabeled as indicated (no. of dual-labeled neurons/no. of LAT-positive neurons tested)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A5-positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOS</td>
<td>41.1 (184/448)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tk/dsptk</td>
<td>11.4 (76/667)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tk/LTRZ1</td>
<td>10.7 (50/469)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall ganglionic composition†</td>
<td>10.9 (219/2,002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For purposes of comparison, data from Table 1 on the latent distribution of HSV-1 KOS (the parental strain of both dsptk and LTRZ1) are included in this table.
†Twenty-one days after ocular inoculation with the thymidine kinase deletion viruses dsptk or LTRZ1, latently infected TG were sectioned and assayed by combined FISH and IF analysis for HSV LAT and neuronal cell markers.
‡For reference, the data on the overall distribution of A5- and KH10-positive neurons (LAT-positive and LAT-negative) in ganglia latently infected with dsptk are shown.

Within neurons that are not A5-positive, without which there can be no loss of neuronal populations (e.g., KH10-positive) as a consequence of productive viral infection. Although we did not study viral resuscants of dsptk and LTRZ1, the nearly identical latent phenotypes of these two thymidine kinase deletion viruses strongly suggests that our results were a consequence of mutations of the thymidine kinase gene and not other viral genes.

**Preferential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection in A5-positive neurons is not a consequence of round-trip or cell-to-cell spread.** In the course of acute ganglionic infection with HSV-1, some productively infected neurons can give rise to infectious viral progeny that travel by anterograde axonal transport or to the brainstem or out to the periphery and back again (via retrograde axonal transport) to the TG, a process referred to as round-trip spread (8, 32, 49, 53, 55, 57). In order to determine whether the preferential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection in A5-positive neurons is due to round-trip spread, we evaluated the distribution of latent HSV-1 infection in the mouse TG following ocular inoculation with US9– HSV, a US9 deletion mutant (49). This viral mutant replicates well in both epithelial cells and neurons and undergoes efficient retrograde axonal transport but does not undergo round-trip spread due to a deficiency in anterograde axonal transport (49). As summarized in Table 4, the distribution of latently infected neurons in TG latently infected with US9– HSV, as assayed by in situ hybridization for LAT, was nearly identical to that observed with the wild-type parental virus (F strain). We conclude that round-trip spread via anterograde axonal transport does not appear to be involved in the preferential establishment of latent HSV-1 infection in A5-positive neurons.

In order to determine whether cell-to-cell spread is involved in preferential establishment of latent infection in A5-positive neurons, we next evaluated the distribution of latent HSV-1 infection in the mouse TG following ocular inoculation with F-gE, an HSV-1 gE null mutant with markedly reduced cell-to-cell spread in the cornea, retina, and central nervous system (17, 18, 50). As summarized in Table 4, the distribution of latently infected neurons in TG latently infected with F-gE was nearly identical to that observed with the wild-type parental virus (F strain). Therefore, cell-to-cell spread, be it in the cornea or in the ganglion, does not appear to be involved in the preferential establishment of latent HSV-1 infection in A5-positive neurons.

**ICP0 does not play a role in the HSV-1 preferential establishment of latency in A5-positive neurons.** As described previously, the HSV-1 17+syn/LAT2 chimeric virus was constructed so that a 2.8-kb portion of the HSV-2 LAT was substituted for a similar piece of HSV-1. This region included ~600 bp of the LAT promoter, as well as regions coding for the first LAT exon and the entire stable LAT intron. Since the ICP0 genes in both HSV-1 and HSV-2 are encoded in the antisense direction to LAT and overlap the 3′ end of the sequences coding for the stable LAT intron, it is possible that the viral latency phenotype observed with the HSV-1 17+syn/ LAT2 chimeric virus was a result of disruption of the HSV-1 ICP0 gene.

To examine this possibility, we assayed the pattern of latent infection following ocular infection with the HSV-1 (KOS) ICP0 null mutant, n212, which has a nonsense mutation at codon 212 of the ICP0 gene (10). Although n212 replicates
poorly in some cell lines when inoculated at low multiplicities of infection, following ocular inoculation this virus replicates both on the ocular surface and in the TG of mice, albeit at a lower rate than wild-type virus (11). In our hands, n212 replicated well on the ocular surface of mice 24 h postinoculation (mean, $3.2 \times 10^6$ PFU/eye; $n = 20$ eyes) but at a level that was about 1 log less than that observed with wild-type KOS (mean, $2.9 \times 10^5$ PFU/eye; $n = 20$ eyes). We also found infectious virus in the TG of mice infected with n212 but with a peak infectious load that was about 1 log less than that observed following ocular inoculation with KOS (Fig. 3).

Twenty-one days after ocular inoculation of mice with n212, we examined latently infected TG by combined in situ hybridization and immunostaining. As assayed by an in situ hybridization assay for LAT, n212 preferentially established latent infections in A5-positive neurons versus KH10-positive neurons. The percentages of LAT-positive neurons that colabeled with MAbs A5 and KH10 were 44.9% (106/236) and 3.9% (11/279), respectively, which is similar to the results observed with wild-type KOS HSV-1 (41.1% [184/448] and 2.7% [9/334], respectively). This result indicates that ICP0 does not play a role in the preferential establishment of latent HSV-1 infection in A5-positive neurons. This finding also implies that interactions between LAT and ICP0 are unlikely to be responsible for the preferential establishment of latent HSV-1 infection in A5-positive neurons.

A 476-bp region of LAT exon 1 does not play a role in the HSV-1 preferential establishment of latency in A5-positive neurons. Since a number of well-described viral functions appear to map to the first exon of the HSV-1 LAT coding region, we hypothesized that this region of the viral genome might also play a functional role in determining the preference of HSV-1 latent infection for A5-positive neurons. To test this hypothesis, we assayed the pattern of latent infection by in situ hybridization for LAT in murine TG 21 days after ocular inoculation with dLAT371, a McKrae-based HSV-1 with a 371-bp (Sty1-Sty1) deletion of LAT exon 1 (47), or 17ΔSty, a virus based on HSV-1 17syn+ with the same deletion (37). As summarized in Table 5, both deletion viruses preferentially established latent infections in A5-positive neurons, which is similar to the results observed with wild-type KOS HSV-1. To further test this hypothesis, we also assayed the pattern of latent infection in murine TG 21 days after ocular inoculation with 17Δ348, a virus containing a 348-bp deletion in LAT exon 1 starting 128 bp downstream of the deletion start site in the Sty-Sty1 deletion mutants (nt 119007 to 119355) (7). This deletion virus also preferentially established latent infections in A5-positive positive neurons, which is similar to results observed with wild-type KOS HSV-1 (Table 5). Taken together, these results indicate that a 476-bp region of LAT exon 1, located from 79 bp to 554 bp downstream of the LAT transcription start site, does not play a functional role in the preferential establishment of latent HSV-1 infection in A5-positive neurons.

**DISCUSSION**

In previous studies we demonstrated that, as assayed by in situ hybridization for LAT, HSV-1 and HSV-2 preferentially establish latent infections in different neuronal subpopulations (A5-positive or KH10-positive cells) in mouse sensory ganglia (38). We also demonstrated that a chimeric virus, HSV-2 333/LAT1, which is an HSV-2 virus engineered to express HSV-1 LAT instead of the native LAT (66), preferentially establishes latent infections in A5-positive neurons similar to wild-type HSV-1. In the current study, we found (i) that low-passage-number human isolates of HSV-1 and HSV-2 demonstrate the same latent phenotype as laboratory isolates of HSV and (ii) that the chimeric virus HSV-1 17syn+/LAT2, which is an HSV-1 virus engineered to express HSV-2 LAT (complementary to HSV-2 333/LAT1) preferentially establishes latent infections in KH10-positive neurons, as does wild-type HSV-2. These data confirm and extend our earlier work that HSV-1 and HSV-2 preferentially establish latent infections in different neuronal subpopulations and that the different latency phenotypes of HSV-1 and HSV-2 are determined by specific sequences in the LAT region of the viral genomes, the same sequences responsible for site-specific reactivation of HSV-1 and HSV-2 (26, 66).

A number of lines of evidence indicate that our results are not simply a consequence of differential LAT accumulation in latently infected A5- and KH10-positive neurons. First, in the latently infected neurons in which LAT can be detected, there

---

**TABLE 5.** Distribution of latently infected neurons in TG following ocular inoculation with the HSV-1 LAT mutants dLAT371, 17ΔSty, and 17Δ348

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus</th>
<th>A5-positive</th>
<th>KH10-positive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dLAT371</td>
<td>41.1 (16/282)</td>
<td>0.9 (2/224)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17ΔSty</td>
<td>50.5 (110/218)</td>
<td>1 (2/205)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17Δ348</td>
<td>58.6 (281/479)</td>
<td>2.0 (6/305)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Twenty-one days after inoculation of the ocular surface with either 17ΔSty, dLAT371, or 17Δ348, TG were removed and assayed by combined FISH and IF analysis for LAT and neuronal markers.*
is no differential accumulation of LAT among A5- and KH10-positive neurons (38). Second, in mice expressing either the HSV-1 or HSV-2 LAT transgene, there is no differential accumulation of LAT among A5- and KH10-positive neurons (38, 63). Third, the ratio of LAT-expressing A5- and KH10-positive neurons is independent of the sensitivity of the assay used to measure LAT (65). Fourth, following ocular inoculation with thymidine kinase deletion viruses, where latency is the only possible outcome of infection, a similar proportion of LAT-positive neurons were A5 positive and KH10 positive. And, fifth, the distribution of latent infection among A5- and KH10-positive neurons following ocular inoculation with a chimeric HSV-2 virus engineered with the HSV-1 LAT promoter in the place of the native HSV-2 LAT promoter is nearly identical to that observed with HSV-2 (A. Bertke, A. Patel, Y. Imai, K. Apakupakul, T. P. Margolis, and P. R. Krause, submitted for publication).

The mechanism by which the species-specific LAT regions influence differential establishment of latent infection in A5- and KH10-positive neurons remains unknown. However, sequential studies in which we evaluated the pattern of latent infection following infection with viruses with deletions of functional thymidine kinase, US9, and gE clearly demonstrate that preferential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection in A5 neurons is not a consequence of (i) differential access of HSV-1 to A5-positive neurons, (ii) differential cell-to-cell spread of HSV-1 to A5-positive neurons, or (iii) differential round-trip spread of HSV-1 to A5-positive neurons. Studies with viruses with a deletion of functional thymidine kinase further indicate that preferential establishment of latency in A5-positive neurons is dependent on the virus’s ability to replicate in neurons, a function that must occur at the site of latency, the TG. These findings imply that any LAT-related role in the spread of HSV-1 and HSV-2 in the guinea pig peripheral nervous system (5) is not a factor in the differential establishment of latent infection in A5-positive neurons in the mouse TG.

In the course of investigating possible mechanisms responsible for differential establishment of latent HSV infection in A5- and KH10-positive neurons, it became clear that we needed to explore a possible role for ICP0 in this process. Not only does ICP0 play a key role in regulating viral gene expression (10), disrupting host cell proteins (20), and inhibiting the interferon response (25, 33), but the chimeric virus HSV-1 17syn+/-LAT2, which has an establishment phenotype similar to that of HSV-2, also contains an alteration of the 3′ end of the HSV-1 ICP0 coding region. However, our studies with the HSV-1 ICP0 null virus, n212, clearly indicate that ICP0 plays no role in the differential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection among A5- and KH10-positive neurons. This is an important observation since it focuses attention away from the many processes that ICP0 regulates in considering the mechanisms by which differential patterns of latent infection are established.

It is important to highlight that n212 replicates on both the ocular surface and in the TG of mice, just at a reduced rate compared to wild-type virus (11). Peak viral titers of n212 in the TG were only about 1 log less than that observed with wild-type virus. And this difference may be accounted for by reduced replication of n212 on the ocular surface. In tissue sections of n212-infected TG, we also observed abundant HSV antigen-positive neurons. These observations are strikingly different from what has been described for thymidine kinase deletion viruses that fail to replicate in neurons of the TG (14) and likely explain the different results observed following infection with n212 compared to dlsptk and rklLTRZ1.

Since further mapping of the portion of the LAT genome responsible for differential establishment of latent infection might help to determine the mechanisms responsible, we also tested the pattern of latent infection of HSV-1 LAT deletion mutants dLAT371, 17ΔSty, and 17Δ348. All three of these viruses have deletions within the 5′ exon of LAT, the same region of the genome responsible for a number of latency-related viral functions, including establishment of latency (43, 48, 60), reactivation from latency (6, 7, 16, 27, 28, 47, 51), and prevention of cell death by apoptotic mechanisms (1, 46, 60). The present study implies that these findings cannot be explained solely by the HSV-1 preference for A5-positive neurons because these mutant viruses retained the A5-positive phenotype. However, results of studies with these three viral deletion mutants suggest that a very large part of the LAT 5′ exon (nt 118879 to 119355, i.e., from the upstream StyI site to the downstream of the 348-bp region in 17Δ348) is not responsible for differential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection among A5-positive and KH10-positive neurons. These data confirm and extend our earlier observations with KOS 62, a LAT deletion virus (with a 1.6-kb SacII-HpaI deletion) that expressed β-galactosidase in lieu of the stable LAT intron and whose neuronal latency phenotype matched that of wild-type KOS (65). Although the deletions in 17Δ348 and the ΔStyI viruses are not as comprehensive as those in KOS 62, studies with these additional deletion LAT viruses were critical to complete for two reasons. First, studies with KOS 62 relied on LacZ expression rather than the expression of the stable LAT intron. Second, in contrast to KOS 62, the phenotype of 17Δ348 and the ΔStyI-StyI deletion mutants have been well characterized both in vitro and in vivo. Taken together, these studies indicate that a viral function that dictates a preference for latent infection of A5-positive neurons maps to either the LAT promoter, the 70 bp immediately downstream of the LAT intron, and whose neuronal latency phenotype matched that of wild-type KOS (65). Although the deletions in 17Δ348 and the ΔStyI viruses are not as comprehensive as those in KOS 62, studies with these additional deletion LAT viruses were critical to complete for two reasons. First, studies with KOS 62 relied on LacZ expression rather than the expression of the stable LAT intron. Second, in contrast to KOS 62, the phenotype of 17Δ348 and the ΔStyI-StyI deletion mutants have been well characterized both in vitro and in vivo. Taken together, these studies indicate that a viral function that dictates a preference for latent infection of A5-positive neurons maps to either the LAT promoter, the 70 bp immediately downstream of the LAT TATA box, or the last 947 bp of the LAT intron. This region is distinct from the downstream region of exon 1, which in rabbit studies has been implicated as playing a role in viral reactivation from latency. It is thus possible that the region responsible for the reactivation phenotype of the chimeric viruses HSV-1 17syn+/-LAT2 and HSV-2 333/LAT1 is distinct from the region responsible for differential establishment of latency among neuronal subpopulations. Since studies of additional chimeric viruses by our group indicate that the neuron latency preference function maps specifically to the 5′ LAT exon (A. Bertke et al., submitted), ongoing studies are focusing on how the first 70 bp of this region regulates the neuronal pattern of latent HSV infection.

In theory, one mechanism by which LAT could regulate the differential establishment of latency is through differential regulation of HSV-1 and HSV-2 immediate-early proteins other than ICP0. These proteins are critical to the regulation of productive infection, and studies with viruses with deletions of 1.8 kb of the 5′ LAT coding region indicate that a viral function that reduces immediate-early gene expression during both pro-
ductive and latent HSV-1 infection maps to this region of the viral genome (12, 23). The mechanism responsible for LAT regulation of lytic cycle gene transcription is not completely clear, but there is growing evidence that the region of HSV-1 DNA immediately downstream of the LAT promoter (alternatively called the LAT enhancer, the LTE region, and the rcr) is a cis-acting regulatory region for expression of surrounding viral genes (4, 31, 35), functioning, perhaps, by promoting assembly of heterochromatin on nearby lytic gene promoters (64).

It is also possible that viral encoded microRNAs (miRNAs) play a role in the differential establishment of latent HSV infection. Although no miRNAs have been mapped to the substituted sequences in either HSV-1 17sn+/-LAT2 or HSV-2 333/LAT1, promoter sequences replaced in these viruses are required for efficient expression (in vitro and in vivo) of miR-1, an HSV-2 LAT-encoded miRNA. miR-1 maps antisense to the HSV-2 ICP34.5 gene and specifically reduces expression of ICP34.5 (56). Similar anti-ICP34.5 miRNAs have also been described in HSV-1 (56, 62). A LAT-encoded miRNA that maps antisense to the ICP0 exon 3 inhibits ICP0 expression has also been described in HSV-1 (62). As noted above, our data with the HSV-1 ICP0 null virus, n212, argue against a role for miRNA-mediated inhibition of ICP0 expression in the differential establishment of HSV-1 latent infection. However, it remains possible that differential establishment of latent HSV infection is a consequence of LAT promoter-driven expression of miRNAs that inhibit expression of ICP34.5, a protein that is critical for productive viral gene expression in vivo and for neurovirulence (13).

We recognize that LAT accumulation is heterogeneous among ganglionic neurons and that some latently infected neurons are likely to accumulate LAT at levels that are below the sensitivity of detection by in situ hybridization. Through the use of in situ PCR, Mehta et al. (41) estimated that the number of neurons containing HSV-1 DNA in latently infected tissue is three times that at which LAT could be detected by in situ hybridization. Could the distribution of latent infection among A5 and KH10 neurons be different in neurons with levels of LAT that are below the limit of detection by our assay? We think that this is unlikely since it would require the biology governing HSV latent infection to be different at LAT levels that are below the arbitrary sensitivity of our in situ hybridization assay. This issue aside, we have chosen to assay for LAT in our studies because it is the most reliable marker of latently infected neurons. In situ PCR is a highly capacious assay, and it is unclear whether viral DNA detected by this method represents the complete viral genome in a reactivation-competent form (essential for the definition of viral latency). While it is not known if viral reactivation is restricted to neurons in which LAT expression can be detected by in situ hybridization, the altered recurrence phenotypes of viruses with impaired capacity to produce LAT indicate that it is a biologically relevant marker of HSV latency (27, 29, 30, 32, 45, 61).

In summary, we found that HSV species-specific LAT plays a role in the establishment of latent infection in different neuronal subpopulations. We have ruled out a number of potential mechanisms, but the precise mechanism remains to be elucidated. However, given the preference that HSV-1 had for establishment of latent infection in A5-positive neurons, there must be one or more cellular factors that play a role in this process.
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